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#1 BESTSELLING Sci-Fi Romance Series on  with a huge ensemble of lovable characters!This is

the continuation of the â€˜Uoria Matesâ€™ series, a collection of 10 titles that have all the key

romance, action, and drama ingredients to leave you hooked to a stellar interplanetary story. The

huge ensemble of lovable characters from the previous series are back along with new ones! It is

the night before Rey and the group of humans and warriors will return to the settlement to free the

Mikana, and just days before the others will climb aboard the shuttles headed for Earth so that they

can celebrate Samira and Ty's long-awaited wedding. Everyone is coming down from the

adrenaline of the last few days and trying to decide what they should do. With so much still left to be

done on Uoria and so many questions still left unanswered, the couples must decide where they are

most needed, and how they are going to move forward from here. As decisions are made and

commitments are tested, they all continue to confront their unraveling view of Uoria and the secrets

that are still waiting to be toldâ€¦As you read the â€˜Uoria Matesâ€™ series, youâ€™ll travel

throughout an outer space world, where complex intrigues, highly charged emotions, as well as

heated and conflicting desires, will unfold as wars are fought, and as hearts and bodies merge in an

explosion of dramatic events with unforeseeable consequences that will touch and change the lives

of many.Book 1 - The Alien's Voyage Book 2 - The Alien's Conflict Book 3 - The Alien's Past Book 4

- The Alien's Mate Book 5 - The Alien's Mystery Book 6 - The Alien's Encounter Book 7 - The

Alien's Finding Book 8 - The Alien's Suffering Book 9 - The Alien's Wings Book 10 - The Alien's War

This book contains mature themes and language, only suitable for adults over the age of 18!
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The work of Ruth Ann Scott is new to me. My review of the entire series is in two stages. First stage

is negative; there were some typos [that happens], inappropriate use of pronouns such as he

touched his arm, when it should have read he touched her arm, and the worst at the end of Uoira

Mates III was the CLIFFHANGER. I hate CLIFFHANGERS. OK, thatÃ¢Â€Â™s enough of the

negative.Stage 2 is for all the wonderful parts of this series. The creation of an entire world is

amazing and very imaginative. The characters were well developed, complex, and relatable. The

evil villain was Ryan; Ryan needs to be killed because he hurts and/or kills good people. In other

words, he is INSANE.HereÃ¢Â€Â™s hoping the next book in the series gets here soon.

I enjoyed all the stories in this collection of books including the bonus stories. I am looking forward

to reading the next installment.

If only we could have happily ever after again and again. Wait, we can. Brought to you by none

other than the amazingly talented Ruth Anne Scott. This is the journey we've been waiting for. After

the happily ever after. We wanted to know what happened after everything began and became soft

sweet sexiness. She gave it to us. And she gave it to us with STYLE! Let yourself be carried away

by this world and find that romance is sometimes hard fought, hard won but lasting.

If you enjoy si fi, this is a good book to read

I read the ten parts of this boxed set, as they were released, and wanted to post a review here in

case it helps others thinking about getting the boxed set. The Uoria series (of which this is the third)

are typically a series of novellas that come together to feel like one novel length and quality

experience. For me, if I plan to read 1 novella in a Uoria series, I go in knowing I'm going to want to

read all 10. I'm going to want to follow the over-reaching arc, and find out what is going on in this



Universe, even as single novellas, or sets of 2 novellas, will give me a satisfying story for a couple,

or a few characters. In this series, the novellas were less centered on specific characters, and more

grounded in the entire Universe, moving about as the plot, and story needed... yet still evolving

relationships, bringing in new characters, and continuing to enrich an already fascinating world.I do

feel each of the Uoria series reads well as a box set, and if I weren't so eager to get each segment

as it is released, this is probably they way I'd want it... as the waiting between one book and the

next is... painful.Here are my reviews for the 10 novellas, I tried really hard as I wrote each one not

to have any spoilers, here's hoping I succeeded.Book 1, The Alien's Voyage, Great book 1 to series

3 because it sets the stage and gets the party startedHaving read the first Uoria series, but not the

second one, I wondered if I was going to feel like I was missing a bunch of puzzle pieces, or needed

to slow down and go back to the previous series. This book did a great job of bringing me up to

speed, giving me enough to know who characters I didn't recognize are, to understand what the

major arcs of the previous two series were (yup, series 2 sounds like it was full of great plots and I

definitely want to double back for it) and gave some good ideas about where this series will be

going.If this series is like series 1, the stories read well in 2 book increments, making me doubly

glad I am receiving copies in exchange for an honest review an don't have to wait as long for my

next piece in the plot puzzle.Book 2, The Alien's Conflict: I'm ready to board a shuttle to Earth - and

see the Denynso warriors face to face with a planet of human womenLike the previous book, this

one does a great job of bringing the reader up to speed, while setting the stage for this series. I

have read series 1, but not series 2, so I am loving this refresher on who is who, what happened

where, and who is headed where, why, and what threats they might face.While this two stories do

not make-up for the entire previous series by any stretch, I feel, based on the characters whose

stories I have read, that I have gotten sufficient highlights to move forward, as well as a solid feel for

each character.With some characters focused on the settlement on Uoria, and others all about

Samira and Ty's wedding on Earth I am very curious how the future pieces will balance time on the

two planets... especially given both adventures sound like fun.I was gifted with a copy of this story in

exchange for an honest review, and with each story in this series I am drawn forward, eager to see

how the plot pieces come together, and how the world building continues to evolve and expand.

Series 2 is in my wish list, just waiting for when I have time to read it straight through... The Uoria

series (all 3 of them) go into my list of good, quick Kindle Unlimited reads.Book 3, The Alien's Past:

As much as I wanted to go to Earth, I always enjoy my time on UoriaThis novella continues the story

the previous 2 in this third installment started, but equally satisfying is the way it has continued

blending new story and plot progression with information from the previous series to refresh the



readers memory and not have me frustrated I haven't had a chance to read series 2 yet... instead

enough high level plot points from it are casually scrapped as the story moves forward to intrigue

me into wanting to read it, without making me feel lost because I have not.I was gifted with a copy of

this book in exchange for an honest review, and switched to the Kindle Unlimited version when it

was published so I could read the final edit. Series 1 focused on individual couples in 2 novella

groupings, where this series is mixing things up a bit, and 2 couples seemed to be sharing center

stage.Book 4, The Alien's Mate: The stories on Uoria and the Denynso warriors continue to enchant

meUnlike the first series where the books took turns focusing on couples in two novella groupings

that combined to make one large story, all of the novellas in this series so far have floated between

several couples, and in this installment the characters were in two (some might say 3) distinct

environments.I've been eager to get underway to Earth, but I'm also bursting with curiosity about

Maxim's father and the Order, so the two storylines being balanced in each novella is working really

well for me as a reader. I'm getting to find out what's happening 'meanwhile back at the ranch' and

never left feeling like I had to choose one set of characters to stay loyal to.I was gifted with a copy of

this story in exchange for an honest review, and switched to the Kindle Unlimited version when it

was published. The published version has several chapters of a free book as a bonus at the end,

which I expected, both because the author does it each time, but also because in the previous 2

series 10 novellas came together in a box set, and I recall from reading series 1 that the box set felt

like a solid novel, so I read each of these novellas expecting a quick enjoyable read, for the main

over-arching plot to move forward, but ultimately to feel like I got 10% of a novel.The Allen's Mate

delivered on all of my expectations, and with the introduction of the flight attendant, it exceeded

them.Book 5, The Alien's Mystery: The more I read, the more I wantMaxim is finally starting to learn

the truth about his father's death, Azra and his mate are realizing life isn't always smooth sailing,

Samira Ty and their wedding party are making plans for the big day... so much is happening, and

there is clearly so much more yet to come.I was gifted with a copy of this book in exchange for an

honest review, and switched to the Kindle Unlimited version when it was published. I'm really

enjoying the way this series is mixing new characters with some time spent with old favorites, and

the themes of multiple cultures / species learning to work together, trust one another, and be

cautious in the conclusions they jump to feels both timely and well explored.Book 6, The Alien's

Encounter: Multiple story lines balanced nicely in this short bookMore pieces are being added to

each of multiple plot lines that are evolving, another couple came on the scene- with a bit of mystery

all their own. Characters from the very first story in the series continue to be of interest as they are

along for Ty and Samira's wedding, and as if all that wasn't enough, this story delves into issues of



abuse, grieving, and ways of viewing the physical boundaries in our life.I love that the King

surprised me in a wonderful way in this installment. The clan patriarch has been a role model in

good times, and bad, and now he is re-examining the past.I was gifted with a copy of this story in

exchange for an honest review, and switched to the Kindle Unlimited version when it was

published.Like the first series, these novellas feel like they are all building towards a grand finale,

and I suspect the boxed set will read more like a novel than a collection of short stories. In the first

series the books seemed to focus on one couple for 2 novellas, then shift to another couple for the

next 2. In the series, each novella floats between multiple couples and locations. I enjoyed the

intensity of series 1, but with this series I am really enjoying the sense of community, and getting to

know the various species.Book 7, The Alien's Finding: The mysteries continue to evolve and unfoldI

love the way this series has several major threads we are following, and in each novella we get

more information, and a better understanding, taking us closer to knowing what was going on with

the Order when Maxim's father died, and how his father really died, as well as Creia venturing out

beyond the boundaries of the Denynso compound, and now Simran and Jane have taken major

steps forward in their relationship, even as they try to solve the riddle of who Simran reminded Jane

of. To say this short novella is packed full of story is an understatement.I was gifted with a copy of

this story in exchange for an honest review, and switched to the Kindle Unlimited version when it

was published. I came into these novellas with the expectation that a complete novel size story

would be paced out across 10 novellas in interesting bite size portions, and each book in this series

has delivered nicely. They are not done in one stories, but rather give a very satisfying segment of

the overall plot, building on what has come before, continuing with the wonderful world building, and

in this series managing to keep a lot of characters in play in each book rather than focusing on just 1

couple.Book 8, The Alien's Suffering: Emerie and Kyven's story has been slowly and sweetly

unfoldingI am really enjoying this series of novellas. It balances storylines in multiple locations, all of

which had the planet of Uoria at the core of the story, and in this novella we begin to understand it is

not just the characters we know and love that these stories have in common, but perhaps

something more.In the first series a different couple was the central focus in 2 novella increments,

whereas this series has been moving between a lot more characters in each novella, and it has

allowed the relationship Emerie is in to have a slow burn, and here we get a good understanding of

why, and realize how realistic this means of telling her story has felt. (Trying to put her Romance

into just 2 novellas instead of 8 or 10 would have felt rushed).I was gifted with a copy of this story in

exchange for an honest review, and switched to the Kindle Unlimited version when it was published.

I am really enjoying this series, which is including pay-off for threads from the early novellas of



series 1 and can not wait for more.Book 9, The Alien's Wings: Another wonderful installmentEven

with foreshadowing, and playing fair with the reader, these novellas continue to twist and turn down

a unique and complex path in which the characters truly explore what it is to be a leader, and how

different people in different cultures take on the mantle of responsibility, as well as exploring trust,

learning more about ones self and your environment, and doing all of this if quick, fun installments,

with charming romantic components.I was gifted with a copy of this story, and switched to the Kindle

Unlimited version when it was published. I readily admit not having to wait so long for the next piece

of the plot puzzle is my favorite reason for being on this review list! In the Kindle Unlimited version,

when it was initially released, the early Angondra novellas were included as bonus material. I've

read and enjoyed those as well, and think they add definite value.Ruth Anne Scott does some really

fun world building in her stories, exploring different environments, cultures and species. My favorite

part of the Alien's Wings may have been the fairy tale, that turned out to be so much more.Book 10,

The Alien's War: Wonderful characters populate a richly developed worldIt is the evolving character

development, continuous world building, and weaving and layering of plot threads that have me

eagerly coming back for more with each novella in the Uoria series, and from on series to the

next.Characters we come to know and love continue to be a part of this right knit world, and as we

explore more communities and cultures I keep eagerly anticipating and awaiting the next

reveal.With satisfying follow through on the Nyx 23 team's mission, and what Ryan has been up to

since the first story in the first series, Series three delivered in a big way with 10 novellas that

combine to make one novel that ends on a reveal / tease of what these fierce warriors still need to

get done.I was gifted with a copy of this story, and switched to the Kindle Unlimited version when it

was published. This series is an excellent example of why I decided to give the unlimited program a

try. All of the books in series 1 were available when I discovered it, and being able to easily move

from one part to the next is very nice.When I checked this out in KU it had books from the Angondra

series as free bonus content. I have read and enjoyed all of those stories as well.

I have loved Uoria Mates from the very first series and they just keep getting better. Though some

say the series can be read as standalone I personally think you need to start at the beginning and

read all three to get the most out of Uoria Mates. My reasoning, there are species and events that

are hinted at that as you read later books makes you sit up and say "Ah so that`s what Ruth was

leading me to." This series flips from Earth to Uoria so there is more than one main story running but

on the same timeline and it kept me itching for more. There are many answer revealed in the series

but clever Ruth has opened up many more and introduced new aliens and I for one can`t wait for



series 4. Great world building with depth of characters and hunky aliens that may not always get the

concept of romance but are sweet and dedicated to those they fall for.I received an Arc for an

honest review.

Intriguing, fascinating, engrossing sci-fi alien romance, mystery and adventure. The first half of the

series was a little boring and slow, but it got a lot better and entrancing when it progressed. There

are still the familiar sweet and sexy romances, but there are also a lot of very delightful mysteries

and histories, we get to know more new species, and very surprisingly there even emerges a

despicable villain. This series 3 is by far the best so far. Highly recommended!

DYING to know what happens next. Cant get enough of these books. once I start to read I do not

want to put down. Please hurry up and come out with the next installment.
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